
DM-U5 WATER FILTRATION FOR HOME

PURSUIT OF DETAILS IS 
MORE INTIMATE

 
No Risk Of Leakage

+971-4-3360300
info@dubaimachines.com
info@dminteract.com

Drink Clean Water,
Live a Clean Life, 

Every Drop for a Healthy Life



Introducing our DMInteract DM-UF5 an advanced water purifier system that guarantees a
worry-free experience and exceptional performance. With a focus on precision and
innovation, we present a solution that elevates your water quality to unmatched levels.

Say goodbye to the concerns of leakage, as our design ensures a secure and reliable
system that keeps your surroundings dry. With an impressive throughput of 400L/H, you'll
have access to an abundance of purified water, catering to your needs without
compromise.

Experience a new level of confidence with our enhanced bacteria removal technology,
providing an even higher level of assurance in the purity of your water. The tankless design
not only ensures space-saving elegance but also offers easy installation, granting you
peace of mind without the hassle.

D E L V I N G  I N T O  D E T A I L S  I S  A
J O U R N E Y  O F  I N T I M A C Y



Our water purifier is designed to tackle various impurities effectively. Thanks to the
high-density activated carbon, derived from natural materials with potent
adsorption capabilities, it efficiently eliminates residual chlorine, chemical
pesticides, and unwanted odors, leaving your water fresh and pleasant to drink.
The addition of the PPF filter element with a precision of 5um ensures the removal
of solid impurities like sediment, rust, and suspended particles from the raw water,
offering a comprehensive filtration process.

The UF ultrafiltration membrane filter takes things a step further, safeguarding your
health by filtering out harmful substances while retaining essential minerals that
contribute to your well-being. This filter operates within a pressure range of 0.1-
0.4Mpa and offers an astonishing filtration accuracy of 0.01um, ensuring that even
the tiniest contaminants are effectively removed. And with an operating
temperature range of 5-38 degrees Celsius, your purified water remains
consistently refreshing.

Elevate your water quality and elevate your life with our advanced water purifier
system – a testament to precision, efficiency, and innovation.



HIGH DENSITY ACTIVATED CARBON
Natural materials with strong adsorption capacity

Efficiently adsorbs residual chlorine in water,
chemical pesticides, odors and odors, and filters fine
impurities



PREFERRED PP FILTER ELEMENT

Filters solid impurities such as sediment,
impurities, rust, suspended solids in water

Filtration accuracy 5um rough filtration of raw water



UF ULTRAFILTRATION MEMBRANE FILTER:

Filter out harmful substance, retain beneficial minerals



Product Model: DM-U5

Pure Water Flow: 150L/H

Working Pressure: 0.1-0.4Mpa

Filtration Accuracy: 0.01um

Operating Temperature: 5-38 ℃

385mm

360mm 110mm

PRODUCT PARAMETERS:


